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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography was prepared for the Department of Political Science to assist participants in the 20th Air Force Academy Assembly to be held at the Academy on 15-19 March 1973. It represents a selected portion of the Air Force Academy Library's holdings on the topic indicated.

The bibliography was compiled by Betsy C. Kysely of the Reference Branch of the Air Force Academy Library. The manuscript was prepared for the printer by Yo Sneddon.
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. et al. Fruitful association: Del Monte Corp. finds a foreign 'consultant' can help a great deal; after it paid Guatemala nearly $500,000, doors began to open (getting government permission to purchase a banana plantation from United brands.) *Wall Street Journal* 186:1+, 14 July 1975.

. When the boss gets in trouble: a forgive and forget approach seems to be emerging as the most prevalent response of corporate directors to the political slush fund convictions. *Wall Street Journal* 186:8, 31 July 1975.


Lerner, Max. The shame of the professions. Saturday Review 3:10-12, 1 November 1975.
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Meyer, Priscilla S. Audit aftermath: Avis's payoff inquiry (by outside directors) has a lingering effect as questions remain. Wall Street Journal 189:1+, 15 March 1977.


Mining the dossiers; SEC files on corporate payments. Newsweek 89:71+, 30 May 1977.


Multinationals' new clothes; OECD's guidelines. Forbes 118:48-9, 1 August 1976.


OECD ethics rules may have unexpected benefits. *Industry Week* 190: 22-4, 19 July 1976.


Penn, Stanley. Politics and business: contributions by firm to Illinois GOP follow helpful racing ruling; company run by Phil Levin, allowed to operate tracks, gives the party $100,000. Wall Street Journal 177:1+, 15 June 1971.


Political fund raising by firms to grow, as Sun Oil gets ok. Industry Week 187:17-18, 1 December 1975.


... et al. On the give: for U.S. firms abroad, bribery can often be routine business cost; though some refuse to pay, others give huge sums to key foreign officials. *Wall Street Journal* 185:1, 9 May 1975.

Scheetz, T. GM and Chile; a case study; influence of church groups on corporate ethics. *America* 135:297-300, 6 November 1977.

Perilous perks: those business payoffs didn't all go abroad; bosses got some too; IRS and SEC investigating loans and lush amenities provided for executives. *Wall Street Journal* 189:1+, 2 May 1977.
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Stevenson, R. B., Jr. SEC and the new disclosure. Cornell Law 
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Telling the whole truth in business takes guts. Administrative Man-
agement 34:924, September 1973.

Three-pronged attack organized to block questionable payments. 

To tell or not to tell; interviews: D. James; J. Burton. Forbes 

Towell, Pat. Foreign bribes bill readied for Senate action (with 
table entitled) "SEC list of corporate payments abroad." 
29 Commandments; code of ethics for multinationals drawn up by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Time 107:55+, 7 June 1976.

Two viewpoints: are payoffs abroad ever justified? Sometimes - when "the national interest" is at stake: interview with George C. Lodge, professor of business administration, Harvard Business School; Excessive payments "are wrong, and set an immoral example"; interview with Fred T. Allen, Chairman and President, Pitney Bowes, Inc. U.S. News 80:35-6, 12 April 1976.


Vandervicken, Peter. GM; the price of being 'responsible'. Fortune 85:99, January 1972.


Very silent partners (Bumast East Shipping). Forbes 118:18, 1 September 1976.
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